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LCPS is using PM to track and reduce 
energy consumption

• 42 LCPS buildings have earned an ENERGY 
STAR label for energy performance

• LCPS named Partner of the Year for 2010 & 
2011.

• LCPS recognized as a 10% Leader in 2009

• 3 LCPS schools recognized “Designed to earn 
ENRGY STAR”



Why Energy Conservation works

• It’s good for the bottom line.  Spend less 
money for energy, and that money is available 
for other uses.

• It’s good for the environment and can be 
converted into specific environmental 
equivalents.

• http://www.epa.gov/coalbed/resources/conve
rter.html

http://www.epa.gov/coalbed/resources/converter.html
http://www.epa.gov/coalbed/resources/converter.html


Benchmarking

• Needs to be completely objective

• Simplicity is important for widespread use

• Ease of access is valuable

• Starting with energy use is the simplest way to 
make certain that all the data is standardized.

• Comparing a local or regional set of buildings to a 
national database (CBECS).

• PM accounts for weather differences with 
weather normalization



VEPGA Master Account Sharing

• Save Energy, Save Money with ENERGY STAR®
Improve Efficiency, Share with VEPGA, Work Together for Higher Achievement

• Why Benchmark with Portfolio Manager?
EPA’s ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager is an energy management and tracking tool 
available at no cost to all VEPGA members. Benchmarking your facilities in Portfolio 
Manager allows you to: 

– Track the energy and water consumption of all of your buildings in an easily 
accessible, no-cost tool. 

– Share your facilities’ data with a VEPGA Master Account for quick and easy 
reporting. 

– Create custom reports to document reductions in energy and water use, 
greenhouse gas emissions, and utility costs for an individual building or an entire 
portfolio. 

– Justify received funding by demonstrating the energy and cost-saving results of 
investments in energy efficiency. 

– Aggregate data from VEPGA members’ facilities to identify best practices and 
strategies for improved energy management. 

– Earn the nationally recognized ENERGY STAR for your top-performing buildings.



Non-debateable results

• The energy used at a site is quantifiable

• The influence of the weather is normalized for all 
buildings

• Regional comparisons allowing for an apples to apples 
look at our buildings

• Spaces that are not able to be compared to CBECS can 
still be compared to local equivalent buildings.

• Renewable Energy Credits can be accounted for.

• All conversion factors are standardized for all users.



Portfolio Manager:

• LCPS started utilizing this tool in the spring of 2008 

• Currently has data for all LCPS facilities and a history 
of energy use going back to 1993.  



Guidelines for Energy Management:

• The guidelines reinforce 
the current activity in 
each area of our 
program.  

• Provide LCPS with a 
focus on the process of 
energy management.



• Statement of 
Energy 
Performance

• The Perfect 
Building Energy 
Performance 
label.

• Energy

• Environmental

• National Ranking

• 3rd Party Review



ENERGY STAR Label:

• LCPS has 42 buildings 
that have earned the 
ENERGY STAR Label.  

• The ENERGY STAR Label 
is a powerful tool to 
inspire building 
administrators.



New Building Design Guidance:

• The processes outlined in 
the New Building Design 
Guidance are utilized by 
LCPS. 

• The inclusion of energy 
consumption and 
efficiency as a part of 
building designs is an 
integral part of ensuring 
that new buildings are 
constructed in 
accordance with School 
Board Policy 6-41.  



Target Finder:

• Current prototypes are 
undergoing significant 
changes.  

• Each of the prototype 
school plans will go 
through the Target 
Finder process as part 
of their evolution.



Designed to Earn the ENERGY STAR:

• All new LCPS prototype 
plans will be required to 
meet the Designed to Earn 
the ENERGY STAR Standard. 



ENERGY STAR Qualified Products and 
Procurement:

• LCPS currently has a 
practice of purchasing 
ENERGY STAR appliances 
whenever they can fulfill 
the program requirement 
for that application.  

• This is currently listed in 
design specifications.



ENERGY STAR Online Training:
• LCPS participated in the ENERGY STAR procurement, 

Target Finder, and Partner of the Year application 
online webinars.



ENERGY STAR Leaders:
• The ability to track year-to-year progress in the leaders 

account has been motivational and has inspired the 
school system to strive for even greater future gains.



Building Profiles & Leaders’ Stories:
• Building profiles & stories for ENERGY STAR labeled 

facilities allow LCPS to consider approaches taken by 
other schools systems. 



ENERGY STAR Publications:

• ENERGY STAR materials 
are used within LCPS to 
communicate the 
ENERGY STAR program, 
inspire participation, and 
spark interest in learning 
more.



ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year:
To be recognized as a leader amongst peers on a national 
level is a very powerful statement of commitment to cost 

containment and environmental stewardship.



Cost Containment 
& Environmental Impact



Why is this important to the Citizens of 
Loudoun County?

$42 million would allow LCPS to hire 703 teachers for

1 year based on the FY2010 average salary of $59,734.



$42 million would allow LCPS to teach 3500 students for 1 year
based on the FY2010 cost per pupil of $11,997.

Why is this important to the Citizens of 
Loudoun County?



• The $42 million is enough to cover the costs of 
building J. Michael Lunsford Middle School. 

Why is this important to the Citizens of 
Loudoun County?



STEWARDSHIP STATEMENT

Loudoun County Public School’s commitment to the 
environment is expressed through the actions we have 
taken over the years. For a school system to achieve this 
level of action during times of unprecedented growth is 
unique. We believe that  having a commitment to healthy, 
safe, and environmentally friendly schools is an essential 
part of achieving… 

A CLIMATE FOR SUCCESS.


